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A petition started by a group of students has resulted in positive action by the Office of Academic Affairs. The petition asked for the reinstatement of a program that had been suspended, a problem by Academic Affairs. The Alternative Education was administered by Bruce Croft.

The goal of the petition was that students feel they would not be prevented from using the funds by PTU as a result of the graduation process and that they major in Education or education-related fields. This was remedied when the State of Florida certified teachers rather than the Dean of the Education and Humanities Colleges. According to Dr. C. G. Criddle, Provost of Academic Affairs, two things must be done in order for a student to receive certification. He must obtain an application from the Education Dean’s office or from the State Department of Education in Tallahassee. Recently he received and the application to Tallahassee along with a grade transcript.

The petition signing was done over a three-week period and netted 613 acceptable signatures. The next was supported by the Dean of Humanities, Music, and English departments. A number of the college’s departments submitted petitions in support of the committee’s petition.

The petition was submitted to Dr. Gambrell on November 8. He accepted it under advisement and told committee chairman Bruce Croft that he would take action.

According to Gambrell, "The question was a very good one. We approached it immediately and revised it comparatively. "The petition was also submitted to Dr. John W. Bodlin, president of the Student Senate. Bodlin met once with the committee where the desires of the committee and petition were outlined. He then met with the department heads concerned in the petition.

The alternative program is as follows:

The State of Florida requires 30 hours of Education, much of which is student teaching and 21 in course material subjects in selected areas. A student is not required to major in Education, but to take 10 courses. The principles upon which these organizations are founded provide an adequate defense provided the various chapters adhere to these standards. The fraternity system is vulnerable to attack when these principles are willfully ignored. I am greatly encouraged by the progress that has been achieved. In this regard, it is my opinion that the colonization procedures actually contributed to the overall improvement of our fraternity program. The Interfraternity Council will provide the quality of leadership essential to the success of our fraternity program.

Next step for each of the fraternities is a formal colonization ceremony. Each of the groups will probably conduct individual rituals, but the university may plan some sort of campus-wide recognition for all the groups.

I am greatly encouraged by the progress that has been achieved. In this regard, it is my opinion that the colonization procedures actually contributed to the overall improvement of our fraternity program. The Interfraternity Council will provide the quality of leadership essential to the success of our fraternity program.

A move to allow students to use the Presidential Dining Room is being discussed by the Student Senate. Dr. Devo Heller, two students involved with Village Center activities, spoke with President William Miller last week. They discussed the possibility of producing a parade to celebrate either on campus or at Winter Park. The decision will rest upon the possibility that students may not be constructed to make the room available.

Events planned include the election of Homecoming Queen, a two-hour concert, a bonfire and a cookout, a Gator Growl style pep rally and a Homecoming Dance. The committee also explored the possibility of producing a parade to celebrate either on campus or at Winter Park.

The decision will rest upon whether or not enough funds will be constructed to make the room available. On the first day of the activities, the Homecoming Queen candidates will appear in gowns, modeling their own clothes. The second day of the activities, the Bonfire Band will perform a concert during lunch; combination bonfire, pep rally and cookout will be held later in the evening.

All the residents are expected to have an "open house," when they will separately host exhibits and demonstrations related to their fields. That evening, the Basketball Dance will be held in the Multi-Purpose Room of the Village Center.

The Box Tops didn’t show, but it was 409 persons still enjoyed the Christmas dance sponsored by the Village Center Dec. 4. They were comprised of the Box Tops, the band, and several of the faculty who played for the last VC function. There were two two-hour concerts, a bonfire and a cookout. According to VC President about 100 people showed up to enjoy the evening. The event was received well from the Box Tops. The Band, however, was not able to perform for the full time agreed upon earlier, Mr. Russell said. The Nightly was his song. When the Box Tops arrived, the second band should have played, but they were never heard. "I’m very pleased with the Box Tops’ reaction to the situation,” Mr. Russell said. He added that as of noon Tuesday, no Box Tops had been heard since the group left.
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Letters To The Editor

Art Domes Explained

Editor:

President Milligan, Vice President Garnett, and Dean Miraglia have explained the unoccupied state of the dorm.

Most students who frequently visit the facilities on campus have been aware that the Village Center has been unoccupied for some time.

President Garnett has emphasized the difficulty of adding students to overcrowded dormitories.

The development of temporary structures was initiated to provide adequate housing for the growing number of students.

Although the structures were not part of the original planning, the funds for their construction have never been formally approved by the Board of Regents and the Village Center is still under construction.

Mr. Floyd Clayton, director of facilities planning and development, has agreed to provide the following information:

- Physical plant employees have been working on the site for several months.
- The structures are being constructed by local contractors.
- The Village Center is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year.
- The Village Center will have a variety of functions, including housing and academic support.

Letters To The Editor

You Can Fight City Hall

Everyone knows you can’t fight City Hall. But can you? The average appeal to the city council for a change in the status quo is one that is often ignored. The battle to change the city’s policies can be a long and difficult one.

The administration on any campus is considered to be unapproachable. But this doesn’t mean that you can’t fight city hall. In this article, we will discuss strategies for appealing to the city council for changes in the status quo.

First, you need to assess the situation. Is the city council open to change? Are there any ongoing debates that could provide an opportunity for your appeal?

Next, gather evidence to support your case. This could include statistics, expert testimony, and letters from community members.

Then, write a letter to the city council. Make sure to clearly state your case and provide evidence to support your argument.

Finally, be prepared to follow up with phone calls and visits. It may take time to get a response, but persistence is key.

With these strategies, you can increase your chances of success in your appeal to the city council.

Letters To The Editor

Box Tops Blew Away

Dear Student,

This is to inform you that the "Box Tops" program has been discontinued. The program was started as a way to raise money for the school, but it has not been successful.

As of today, the school will no longer accept Box Tops.

Sincerely,

Village Center Office

Skinned Cat

Editor:

I just finished reading the Feb 1st issue of the Florida Technological University and I was disappointed to see the article on Florida Atlantic University. Several individuals felt degraded by the article. This was insulting in the part where it said there were "a handful of student supporters and many teenaged girls with a deep lust for the sight of skin."

I know some of the teenaged girls that came, and some were sisters of the lifers, many women, that came were wired and you know they are not there for the lust of seeing skin, they are there to see their husbands and the women.

Weight lifting is growing more than any other sport, it is growing in popularity and acceptance. No more are people thinking of weight lifting as "ninjas," but now as a sport that betters your physical abilities.

Sincerely,

Paul Wagner
Senior at Winter Park High School

Letters To The Editor

No Lucky Skin

Editor:

I was writing in regard to the story on the Weightlifting Club in the Feb 1st issue of the Florida Technological University.

As an alternative to the "Box Tops" program, the "Skinny Cats" program was initiated. The "Skinny Cats" program was designed to raise money for the school by selling Skinne cards.

The Skinne cards were sold for $1 each and could be used to buy food or other items at the school store.

Unfortunately, the "Skinny Cats" program was not successful and was discontinued after a short period of time.

Sincerely,

Village Center Office
Graduation Tomorrow: 103 To Get Degrees

Winter Park High School will be the graduation site tomorrow for 103 Florida Technological University seniors. The 2 pm ceremonies in the high school auditorium will feature a commencement address by FTU President Charles N. Millican and musical selections by the UTCO concert choir.

Both the invitation and the benediction will be delivered by the Rev. W. O. Wells, pastor of Greater St. Paul's Baptist Church, Orlando, Florida, and a candidate for baccalaurate degrees. (Key: "Cum laude, \*Magna cum laude")

By David Boelzner

The FTU Philharmonic Orchestra and the UTCO Concert Choir performed their premiere performance of this year before an overflow crowd in the Multi-Purpose Room. The audience was so large that all the standing room was used and there were still people waiting outside. The performance was rewarded with a standing ovation and applause from the standing room was used and there were still people waiting outside.

The choir performed first and, under Prof. Richard Schenbohm's direction, presented an excellent program. Especially well done were "Laudamus Te" and "Still, Still, Still," performed solo. Nadine Martin performs a superb job. (This writer was seated on the floor.) Following the experience was "Adeste Fideles," an intricate pre-baroque work for more than a century.

The orchestra's first number was Rossini's "La Gazza Ladra," which was exciting in that Italian composer's imitative style. The second number was "Espana" by Emmanuel Chabrier. This piece is monophonic, fast, and full of cross rhythms, and sounds strange even when played perfectly. The tempo lagged which resulted in some impressive release and attacks, though this was not due to Everson's negligence; he kept a firm hand. The final number being featured concert soloist Sandra Marcellin, was laudable to say the least. The pianist first is vividly rendered and the playing was sensible and accurate throughout. The performance was rewarded with a standing ovation and applause.

The choir sang a story that a student went to boy Artur Rubinstein, the greatest pianist, and returned boasting about hearing fourteen whispered notes. Mme. Lhevine replied that the student did not hear Rubinstein, he heard fourteen whisper notes. The point of this story is to accentuate the overall effect of a musical performance simply for the sake of learning. The choir's performance was of great musical importance, and the audience was so large that all the standing room was used and there were still people waiting outside.
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maintains five regional offices in the lives of host families. It explains: "The Experiment's single purpose is to understand another people and culture as a member of a family. Accordingly, no matter how involved in work, study, or travel, one may earn a full semester of academic credits abroad, taking part in the areas of study, independent study, and other professional contributions. The Experiment sponsors exchanges in the arts, social sciences, humanities, and other disciplines with American colleges, universities, and other interested organizations.

We welcome Experiment Ambassadors for a two-month stay, generally selecting one American family. The Experiment's International Homestay Placements give foreign students enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities an important two-month adjustment to American life before reporting to their campuses.

In 1982, the Experiment's School for International Training opened its doors near Brattleboro, Vermont. Facilities for 200 resident students, the school offers U.S. Experimenters and their incoming counterparts an array of courses. One of the first programs is called the French for Foreigners Program. This intensive immersion program is designed for students interested in foreign language study. The program is designed to be a "total immersion" experience, with all classes conducted in French.

For more detailed information, write to The Experiment in International Living, 107 Waverly Ave., West Hartford, CT 06117.
FTU has a team that could, some day soon, receive national recognition.

The team has nothing to do with sports. It's more a matter of life and death.

The team is comprised of students, faculty, staff and other persons, young and old, who are interested in saving a river.

Tech was chosen as one of nine teams of ecology-minded people in the county who are presently performing environmental autopsies on the Big and Little Econlockhatchee Rivers.

The Little Econ is nothing much more than an open sewer now. It's more a matter of life and death. Even death can be beautiful along the river, especially when it is natural as this long departed tree.

The county has recently reclassified both rivers as recreational waters, a step that will pressure polluters to either clean up the river or assume the consequences.

Under the classifications, the Little Econ, with its extremely high content of human and other wastes, can't be touched by recreationists until it is cleaned up. The Big Econ is, in some areas, completely unpopulated, and on the entire river suitable for water enthusiasts.

That's now. But what is going to happen if the Little Econ continues to vomit its wastes into its big sister?

Rose is optimistic.

"I think the Little Econ can be helped. The City of Orlando is already doing some things to lower the capacities of the treatment plants along the river."

Scott agrees. "If it is a community effort, the rivers can be saved and preserved. It's not an Audubon, or an FTU or a Sierra project. It should concern every one of us. We have bad children of 12 and adults over 80 working out there with us. We have discovered species of fish and plant life there we didn't think we'd find. More than 100 people are giving up their weekends to discover a new world. But we need as many people as possible to join us."

Scott said the teams still need photographers, recorders and backup people. He singled out Jim Thomas, College of Orlando and the Orange County Audubon Society in particular for aiding the ECO project.

Taking a water sample.

Using her net as a balancing bar, this student ecologist gingerly picks her way along the river bank, looking for specimens.
"The sights and sounds of FTU." What do those words mean to you? Are you the kind of person who would bring to mind massive brick fortress towering over the landscape? Or do you look at the administration building, the library, the "Charlie the Chapel"? Do you see oases of grass and slabs of concrete in a sea of sand? Or endless streams of cars, lights blaring, and people running, parking space? Or scores of securing students, straggling off their dorms, heading toward classes in the dusty, early hours?

The sun may be burning hot at 5 p.m., leaving behind them hallowed buildings, and silient in a kingdom of darkness?

As the tourists pass through the senses of the individual--through all the complexity of his heredity, environment, personality and experience--the distillation becomes his own unique experience.

At the Florida Tech campus, Dr. Timothy O'Keefe, brown-haired assistant professor of communication, paces at the far stark-white globes clustered atop the light poles, controlling the reflecting pool and murmers, "Giant兰花的 to, what's that they look like. It looks as though Vincent the Vollweiler and his whole family are out controlling the pond."

"Are you a people watcher?" he is asked. "I am a people watcher," he replied.

IMPORTANT campus sights face him indoors--"hallway walls, sound systems, and discrepancies to our counter regardless of what department they should have gone to," he says. They speak their language, he adds, and the cameras, signs, and other academic problems. He tries to relate all of them to his daughter, Robin, 12, a student at the University of Georgia.

"She is always busy with student affairs."

Robert M. Patterson, formerly of the Friends meeting house (where his father was a long-time member), says, "I'm a people watcher." He pointed to one fast-paced lady almost out of sight. "We have a sand urns placed at strategic spots in the building."

"I'm a position to stand out quite a bit, but I don't feel it," he says.

"Do you envy the president his panoramic view? Do you look at the president's office windows (five massive gold panes directly facing the huge 10 ft. pool with sink, with sterilizer, the mammoth oven, and the massive gas range 10 ft. long with grills?) or do you partake of the sand urns placed at strategic spots in the building."

"The sights and sounds surrounding Mrs. Lewis are simply overwhelming. Take Portagey's Complaint, for instance. Everybody's taking Portagey's Complaint in a room with five sand urns placed at strategic spots in the building, and the sight of them brings him to tears," he says.

"I've always been impressed by the quantity of cigarette butts that litter the campus," says Dr. Robert T. Lewis, associate manager of University Food Service.
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New Requirements Set For Graduate Program

New requirements for the graduate programs at Florida's university system have been voted on by the Board of Regents Council of Presidents. The requirement that few who ask questions are its most

"Good writing is an education in honesty, and men, especially the few who ask questions, are its most

This looks like a scene from an old Hell's Angels motorcycle picture, but it's really the less intense, less

world-traveling pros profiled

The speaker, Professor Laurence Wyatt of the English Department, considers himself a fiction writer. Many of his stories take place in

GRAND OPENING . . . .
THE STEREO CENTER -
ELECTRONICS OF FLORIDA
671-4949
Selected components, speaker systems, receivers, tape recorders,
compacts and consoles.

SEMINOR VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
Just North of Florida Tech Blvd. on HWY. 436

Zales Custom
Class Rings

Custom style your ring with the school name, as the boom and off your desk or plan setting for the store. Choose the color in your school color, birthday, black, silver, or a diamond. Oh, yes, sell your prices too, too.

Zales

PINE HILLS CENTE
21 S. ORANGE

COLONIAL PLAZA

Investor Clock
Men's 'C' Dorm

Editorial Clock
In Men's 'C' Dorm

NOTICE
$1000 worth of clothes FREE . . .
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer.

THE STUDENT BONUS CLUB
GO TO EITHER CLOTHES HORSE STORE
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN.

For Graduate Program

JUST A SELECTION OF THE SERVICES OF...
Happy

We the Staff, Wish You A Very, Very Merry Christmas. !!! !!! !!! !!!!!!

Season's Greetings
Employment Opportunities

John O’Rourke, Director of FTU Student Placement, has issued a supplement list of employment opportunities of interest to seniors. The names of companies listed are companies in the area, and the list is intended to give students an idea of the types of positions available. Interested students may read the list directly to the respective organizations.

The supplement list includes:

- AIRGO — Mr. George E. Tamayo, Personnel Director, 150 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017; Engineering (Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical).
- ALCOA — Mr. Keith Roberts, Manager, College Relations, 3600 East Millhaven Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201; Accounting, Chemistry, Data Processing, Engineering, Marketing, Physics, Sales.
- AMPLEX CORPORATION — Mr. L. B. Hamill, Personnel Supervisor, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063; Physics, Engineering.
- ARBOUR COMPANY — Mr. R. A. Purcell, Manager, Employment and Training, 335 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103; Accounting, Business Administration, Sales.
- BRISTOL LABORATORIES — Mr. Timothy J. Carrol, Professional Recruiting Coordinator, 234 East McCarty Street, Findlay, Ohio 45840; Accounting, Biology, Data Processing.
- CHICAGO CENTRAL HARVESTER COMPANY — Mr. L. C. Dwyer, Manager, Engineering and Administration, Management, Physics, Data Processing, Marketing, Microbiology.
- ELM CITY AND IRON COMPANY — Mr. Jackson G. Burgess, Regional Personnel Manager, 1500 North 50 Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76106; Accounting, Business Administration, Liberal Arts.
- ENGINEERING — Mr. T. J. Jenkins, Director, College Relations and Employment, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43601; Accounting, Business Administration, Civil, Mechanical, Chemical, Physics, Sales, Business Administration, Liberal Arts.
- KOPPERS — Mr. John E. Black, Supervisor, College Relations, Industrial Relations Department, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219; Accounting, Chemistry, Finance, Sales, Engineering, Civil, Electrical, Business Administration, Liberal Arts.
- LIBBEY-OWENS FORD COMPANY — Mr. T. G. S. Hulme, Manager, Professional Recruiting, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611; Accounting, Business Administration, Sales, Data Processing, Engineering, Math, Accounting, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical.
- MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST COMPANY — Mr. A. O. Oster, Personnel Department, 350 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022; Finance, Business Administration.
- MARATHON OIL COMPANY — Mr. J. C. F. Fuller, Director, College Relations and Placement, 559 South Main Street, Findlay, Ohio 45840; Accounting, Business Administration, Math, Data Processing, Finance, Marketing, Engineering, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical.
- MELLON NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY — Mr. Frank H. Leja, Assistant Personnel Officer, Mellon Square, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230; Management, Data Processing.
- MILEE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED — Mr. Peter G. Palmer, Senior Placement Representative, 1511 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614; Accounting, Business Administration, Data Processing, Engineering, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical, Marketing, Microbiology.
- MONSANTO — Mr. G. C. Crook, Manager, University Relations and Professional Recruiting, 150 North Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri, 63166; Physics, Math, Accounting, Marketing, Business Administration, Chemistry, Data Processing, Statistics, Management, Engineering, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical.
- N. H. GRACE AND COMPANY — Mr. H. P. Slack, Personnel Manager, 401 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022; Accounting, Engineering, Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical.
- POLAROID CORPORATION — Miss Sandra Pilatto, College Relations, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139; Chemistry, Engineering (Chemical, Design, Electrical, Mechanical).
- SQUIBB AND SONS, INCORPORATED — Mr. James C. Miller, Personnel Manager, 620 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022; Accounting, Chemistry, Data Processing, Sales, Marketing, Engineering, Chemical, Industrial, Mechanical.
- STANDARD BRANDS, INCORPORATED — Mr. J. P. Stull, Manager, University Relations, 509 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022; Chemistry, Engineering (Chemical, Industrial, Marketing, Microbiology, Business Administration).

S. C. PACKWOOD

S. C. PACKWOOD

The Remaking of American Education, Silberman (recently reviewed in FTU, I’m sure you’re OK, Harris, Love Story, Segal; The Color Purple; Open Season; People Play, Berne (still popular), plus a few hundred good paperback books. Please stop by and browse and see our collections. The Christmas decorations are up, and you are welcome to enjoy them. Christmas shopping time, too.

Peltskin Puncher

From Our Oxford Shops... Here's the "Rough-Out" Jacket. Active men go for this NEW, brawny, and bold "Rough-Out" steerhide jacket... handles wear and tear like a bear. Comes with warm-weather lining, lightweight Oriental Acryl pile lining and collar, with leather buttons and button patches. And it's weatherized for all-weather protection. Try this "Rough-Out" and you'll be glad you did. $60. Longs $65.

Peltskin Puncher

To order toll-free

Phone your order for Fast Service

CALL US ONLY!

PHONE 671-3553
3604 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park, Florida

Phone your order for Fast Service

FTU

24 Hour Toll-Free Ordering

Free Checking Accounts
Transfer of Funds
Coffee & Orange Juice
Investment Counseling

FTU Phone

OFFERED FREE AT PACKWOOD, FORT WAYNE 5, INDIANA
Construction Phase 3
To Begin In Spring

The third phase of campus construction is scheduled to begin next spring, says James F. Schroeder, FTU campus planner. The third phase will begin in March 1971 with an expansion of the Village Center to the east side of the present buildings. Schroeder hopes to have the expansion completed by April, 1972.

The VC expansion is the first part of phase three, which, when completed, will also include the Humanities and Fine Arts Building, a Biological Sciences Building, an expansion of the utilities plant, and another series of parking lots. The completion of phase three is tentatively scheduled for February, 1974.

After the expansion of the Village Center, the construction of the Humanities and Fine Arts Building will be undertaken. Dates for the building are April, 1972 for its beginning, and August, 1973 for its completion. Work on the Biological Sciences Building is set to begin in September, 1972, and to end in February, 1974. The dates for both the Humanities and Fine Arts Building and the Biological Sciences Building are tentative, since the work is set for future expansion.

Construction on the utilities plant and the parking lots is scheduled to begin next summer, and in spring, 1972. The parking lots will include 1,110 spaces for all classifications of vehicles.

The Humanities and Fine Arts Building will be constructed to the northeast of the Library, and the Biological Sciences Building will be erected to the east of the Science Building. Tentatively where the Theater Tent is now, Schroeder said that plans call for a Tent with another structure, but at this time, officials are not certain what will be used or where it will be located. In a future construction phase, the Humanities and Fine Arts Building will include a permanent teaching theater, but until that time, other accommodations for a theater will be provided.

The parking lots will be located to the west of the center of campus, and to the north of the Classroom Building. Five lots will be constructed, and another lot will be situated near the art complex on the north side of the campus. The lots on the west side will have a four-lane entrance from Florida Tech Blvd., and all paragraph roads on campus will have four-lane entrances. The present temporary parking will be incorporated into the new lots, and the lots will be more to the north and more parallel to the temporary parking.

The total cost for phase three exceeds $6 million, with the Humanities and Fine Arts Building costing $3 million, and the Biological Sciences Building costing $2.5 million. Schroeder said that planning for this phase is under way, but that this time he does not know what the fourth phase will include.

Campus Glances

A photographer from National Geographic Magazine, who appeared last Saturday on the scene during FTU’s Winter Food Drive project, received a new feature in The Orange Blossom. He shot color pictures to be run, so he said, in the next issue.

Gary Drees does double duty as a student and a campus security officer. Gary enjoys but assignments.

What’s Your Problem???

(What’s Your Problem will be a weekly column devoted to answering questions about the student body. If you think you have something that needs to be corrected, but feel you can’t ‘Fight City Hall’, ask us, and we will either get action or an answer. Address all questions to ‘What’s Your Problem?’, FuTUre, P. O. Box 29500, FTU and other mail from off campus or drop them in the free campus mail boxes.)

On October 23, 1970 the results of the FuTUre inquiry into the issue of the University parking lots appeared in this in this column. At that time County Commissioner Ralph Poe said that the county was planning to re-pave Dean Road sometime in November and that the problem would be solved then. It is now December 11 and the condition of the parking lots is the same as it was then. The FuTUre conducted another investigation into the problem and found a few more interesting answers.

First the FuTUre called a Mr. Collins of the 6th District of Transportation who stated that the roads involved are state roads and that re-surfacing by the county of one of them caused all the problems, therefore the State is expecting the county to correct it. However, he went on to say that the county will not fix the bump because it is on a state road. Collins said that, while the whole thing appeared to be a ‘power play’ between the two authorities, neither of which is waiting for the other to do something about it.

On the County’s side, Commissioner Poe could not be reached for comment. However, the only positive action that is expected to be made in the near future will come from the Orange County Road and Bridge Dept., Mr. Yarborough, the Assistant County Engineer, told the FuTUre over the telephone that he will send some men out to correct such signs on Florida Tech Blvd sometime soon. Since no one in authority seems to be able to find the motivation to correct the bump, it will affect so many people every day, perhaps it would be a good idea for the victims of this intersection to provide someone. Anyone who wants to express his opinion of the problem should write to the District Commissioner, Ralph Poe, at P. O. Box 1393.
Last Friday night at FTU's home basketball game, the brothers of Phi Alpha Epsilon were honored to receive the Royal Shaft Award from members of the Mascot Committee. The brothers and pledges of PAR worked hard in building the only original float on campus and spent equal amount of time informing the student body about "Paladin," as a potential mascot. In view of the time, energy and hard work put into supporting the Paladin candidate for mascot, the Mascot committee gave the fraternity the Royal Shaft. The brothers would like to express their thanks personally to the brothers and pledges of Phi Delta for their help. The brothers are looking forward to seeing "Paladin" in action at the next football game.

Friday night the brothers and pledges would like to warn the women's dorms that Phi Alpha is going Christmas caroling on Wednesday night around 6:30 pm. The brothers would like to entertain the women with a variety of Christmas songs and fraternity cheers. If it turns out anything like last year, it will be a great time for both the women and the brothers.

**THE KNIGHTS OF PEGASUS WERE SPONSORED BY SORORAS.** It took a great deal of hard work but the sorority is very happy that the campaign was successful. They would also like to thank Sigma Sigma Chi for all of their help.

Everyone is getting in the holiday spirit. Sunday night Sororas sang carols in the dorms and then went to one of the sister's rooms for a popcorn stringing party. But there was more popcorn consumed than strong!

Friday night at the Christmas dance, the winner of the Ugliest Elf Contest was announced. Congratulations to Jerry McGratty of Tau Epsilon Phi. Friday night after the dance Sororas gave a party for Sigma Sigma Chi. Everyone had a great time except the person who decided to take a shower with all his clothes on.

The girls are busy making plans for Informal Rush to be held during Winter Quarter. Any interested girls please remember to register during the second week of classes.

Wednesday, December 2, Theta Sigma chapter of the International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi held its fourth Professional Function of the quarter. The event took place at the Ramada Inn on East 50th. After dinner Mr. Graham gave an excellent talk on business contracts and legal procedure to the brothers, pledges, wives, dates, alumni, and professors that attended. Mr. Graham, the guest speaker, is from a local law firm. Afterwards John Gregory, past president of Theta Sigma, past president of Theta Sigma was presented a plaque for his outstanding work as president. The award was presented to John by Mike Grady, the new president of Theta Sigma. While the award was being presented to Mr. Gregory, Vice President Paul Sivas read the accomplishments that had taken place since John had been in office. Good work John, and good luck in the business world.

Tri-K's had their weekly dinner meeting in the cafeteria Monday but couldn't find the pledge class who always attends. When we went up to our meeting room after dinner, we found the pledges already there with a surprise...
Underdogs Bite WM Golaths

Immortals
Live On
By Duncan Marks
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Knights Hit Road For Miami Stint

The Knights travel to Miami today to compete against Miami, Florida, with Florida Atlantic and Palm Beach Atlantic Saturday. The FTU agers starting will be Ed "Super Thief" Smith, Mike Clark, Don Mathis, Pat Fitzgerald and Rudy Jesse. FTU stands now at 4-4, which is the first time in 13 years of coaching Gene "Fancy" Clark. Clark has suffered four losses.

This will be a big weekend for the Knights as the Intramural flag football program in Palm Beach Atlantic and Florida Atlantic begins. Homestead, who in 1980 has also begun FTU in a close one 93-0. Ft. Lauderdale area teams have been thrown Homestead at the half but lost in the final minutes of the game when Homestead almost scored. In all the games, Florida Atlantic 12-1 last year.

"It's happier with our record," Clark commented. "I'm satisfied with the team's performance. They hustle— all the time. They are not big dogs—they're doing a fine job. Teams are impressed with our type of ball.” The standing ovation from the Savannah Ga. crowd underlined this.

Back up the FTU agers will be Jim Plagian and Mike Locene, St. John's, Florida City. "They play the big men," he possibly the best percentage shooter. We have the best kids out for the team," Clark noted. "They play real well for their size."

A season of hard work on the intramural fields resulted in this<br>strokes of Brawalski, varsity athlete. "He's good ... he doesn't wander off like some of the others."

"I can't believe all this," I announced. "When I was your age, athletes at FTU played like they wanted to. In fact, they received no scholarships or extra benefits. They had to maintain a high grade average on top of everything else. We didn't win every game or match, but we were in there trying. Pride in the school—that's what our team used to have. They received no frills like boarding in the campus. They played for the name. They were men—intelligent ones, too!"

"I'm a freak," he said. "Rocky and I didn't even know the name of the school. How did they ever find their classrooms?"

"Because they could read the numbers on the classroom doors!"

"They had guts. They played on spirit and they had plenty of that."

After my student guided off into the crowd I over his charge.

D. A. M.

FutuRe Sports To Propose Football Plan

By Don nec Marks

The sports department of the FTU is proposing that the school with a formal proposal be made to the university to establish a club football program at FTU.

The proposal will outline the nature of the football program, flag, football, and the system for selection of the team, feeding of the team, planning and accreditation of the team. It will present the proposal to Dr. Charles Millican, the Dean of the College of Education and Dean of the College of Education, Dr. Frank Rohrer, the Chairman of the Department of Physical Education, asserted recently that no new athletic programs have been decided upon since accreditation a week ago. According to Dr. Miller, Dr. Rohrer, FTU's President, had decided earlier to wait for accreditation before initiating any new sports program.

In 1967, Dean Miller said in an exclusive FTU interview, "We were exploring the athletic program at FTU."

Begin an intramural program, set up a basketball team, a tennis team, a wrestling team, a weightlifting team, all on the club basis. Then into the clubs the next few years and expand them to intercollegiate level, as a recognized FTU team. This is the case with the basketball team this year, and the tennis and weightlifting teams next year. A club football team, although not officially sanctioned as such, exists. It is the all-star team composed of members from all the participating teams in the intramural program. They took the 1970 "Campus Cupes" Orange Bowl Championship over Valencia 69-18, Rollins by 50-0, and Brawalski.

The present outline of the athletic programs should upgrade current programs. Expand the football program, feed the team, planning and follow-thru from now in the hands of Frank Rohrer, Mt.

No Athletic Plans Formed

By Mike Criter

A season of hard work on the intramural fields resulted in this situation. But now, the proposal to Dr. Charles Millican, the Dean of the College of Education and Dr. Frank Rohrer, Chairman of the Department of Physical Education, asserted recently that no new athletic programs have been decided upon since accreditation a week ago. According to Dr. Miller, Dr. Rohrer, FTU's President, had decided earlier to wait for accreditation before initiating any new sports program.

In 1967, Dean Miller said, "We were exploring the athletic program at FTU."

Begin an intramural program, set up a basketball team, a tennis team, a wrestling team, a weightlifting team, all on the club basis. Then into the clubs the next few years and expand them to intercollegiate level, as a recognized FTU team. This is the case with the basketball team this year, and the tennis and weightlifting teams next year. A club football team, although not officially sanctioned as such, exists. It is the all-star team composed of members from all the participating teams in the intramural program. They took the 1970 "Campus Cupes" Orange Bowl Championship over Valencia 69-18, Rollins by 50-0, and Brawalski.

The present outline of the athletic programs should upgrade current programs. Expand the football program, feed the team, planning and follow-thru from now in the hands of Frank Rohrer, Mt.
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Excitingly New Kreisler Desk Sets at George Stuart's

SET I

Kreisler®

Penfiguration!

Now, different, ingenious desk sets that can be arranged in various positions. Stainless steel frames with two pens that are the ultimate in writing precision.

$20.00

SET II

Kreisler®

Kinetic Sculpture

A desk set that boasts two beautiful blocks of wood that can be set up in an infinite variety of designs and architectural counterpoint. Kinetic architecture for kinetic people.

Rosewood $22.50
Walnut $20.00

SET III

Kreisler®

Pennmobile

Highly styled by Kreisler in American walnut and black satin hardwood. Engine turned aluminum base with a pen that is a super-achievement in balance, weight and texture. What more could anyone ask of a desk set?

$15.00

WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

OVIEDO

DRUG STORE

OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER

OVIEDO, FLORIDA

365-5601

Just a few minutes from FTU

GIFTS

RUST CRAFT GREETING CARDS

HOLLINGSWORTH CANDIES

WHITMAN CANDIES

REVLON FABERGE

BRITISH STERLING COSMETICS

CAMERAS

FILM

FOUNTAIN

F E A R L E S S

F R E D D Y ' S

F O R E C A S T S

'T was the night before Christmas and all through the place, Not a sport was in session, not even a race.
Tech was closed down - I, just one person was the only around
The silence was heavy, not even one sound.
Then out of nowhere and into my sight,
Came a horse and, you guessed it right, a knight.
His horse was quite gifted, with wings of pure white,
Which contrasted quite clearly with the black-suited knight.
The gold lance he held was shiny and bright.
And gave off a brilliance, a shining white light.
He flew over buildings, fountain and lake before he did light
On the dorm circle - he was out of sight.
I observed his fine motion as he did loop and scan
Over all of the campus from where he did stand.
Then I, Fearless Freddy, did stumble and did fell
Over my balcony and over the rail.
The knight then observed me, he came to my side
He asked if I was hurt - I said, "Only my pride."
We talked and we talked for so many an hour
We talked of our future and past,
Of his conquests and power.
And I, Fearless Freddy, to him did retort
I told him of our sports, the victories I knew,
The sportsmanship displayed, as pride in him grew,
As I told him a smile on his face grew and grew,
The pride in his heart had grown, I just knew.
He told me he wondered, had doubts of the school,
A new school, said he, us just like a tool.
What you have, none gave you, ya built it with pride,
I can tell by your record you really have tried.
He went on, "to be a mascot for a school like Tech, is a great, great honor to be such elect."
As time went, he knew he had to leave,
And he jumped on his horse with a great heave,
The horse flew up into the sky with the grace of a sail,
I stood in the ground with this fabulous tale.
As he rose to the stars and was near out of sight,
I could barely see him so faint was the light,
I heard a voice drift down from that speck of white,
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night.

YATES BARBER SHOP

"Home of the Vacuum Clipper"

THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE-

Santa Claus

FAST SERVICE - Trims - Mudpacks - Shampoo
- Razor Cuts - Shaves - Massages
Phone 277-4438

2019 N. Goldenrod Road (15A) Orlando, Florida
Christmas party for us. Each pledge gave her big sister a Christmas stocking filled with goodies. Santa Claus was there supervising.

After the party we decided to head to the Little Red School House for Mentally Retarded Children in Sanford by making cookies for their Christmas party next Friday.

The brothers of Phi Alpha were surprised by their little sisters at a Christmas party. A jolly Santa Claus or Miss Saturn in Mary Ann Ethus, gave everyone a present. The other girls passed out the cookies and drink. It was during the last meeting of the quarter, and the brothers would like to thank the girls for the pleasant Christmas surprise.

Last Thursday ATX washed the windows in the girls dormitories. In many of the second floor rooms there was a great panic at seeing a guy knocking at the window. The brothers thought so too, consequently ATX plans to do this service project again in the future.

Friday night the pledges put on their skit portraying many of the brothers. Some of their impersonations were overacted in the eyes of several brothers. They will have their chance to get back at their skit portraying many of the brothers.

Marines Request Toys for Tots

The help of FTU students, faculty, Orlando area Marines and Marine Corps Community and Major George Allen, Professor of Biological Science at FTU, have been crucial in this in appeal to the Fort Lauderdale community. As an example. Where they appeared at the residence of Lake Apopka, 15 feet Fiberglass boat and motor were bouned to the FTU marine institute.
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